
ACTIVITIES 2016-17 

“ Fun with words” – 17th December 2016 

On the 17th of December 2016, the Physical Sciences Club that is the PSCIFE club 

conducted an event. It was an event titled “Fun with words” and as it suggests, this 

event focussed on words related to General Science and mathematics. There were 3 

rounds in all. The first round was “Guess what” where one of the pair had to enact 

the word given to them while the other figured it out. The second round was named 

“Deaf and Dumb”. In this round, one of the team members had to put and wear 

head phones with fairly loud music while the other team member was taken to the 

other side of the room and he/she had to say the word picked by them, without any 

gestures for the first team member to guess. The final round was “Crack the word”. 

In this round, one of the team had to pick  a word and describe it to his or her 

partner with either the synonyms of that word or a relatable situation. Each round 

had a specific time limit.  

First Place: 

S.No. Name of the Student Class 

1 Tripati Agrawal III B.Sc (MECs ) B 

2 Mohammed Ali III B.Sc (MECs ) B 

 

Second Place: 

S.No. Name of the Student Class 

1 Ashok Singh Rathore II B.Sc (MECs ) B 

2 Arvind Chaudhry II B.Sc (MECs ) B 



 

 



 

 

Debate Competition: 

The third event of PSCIFE club was conducted on the 7th of September 2016. It 

was a debate competition and the topic given was “GOOGLE IS SPOILING 

CREATIVITY AND THINKING”. It was a team competition where one member of the 

team spoke for the motion and the other spoke against the motion. Eleven teams 

participated in the competition and provided many valid points towards and against 

the motion. The judging criterias were “Best Speaker for and against, content, 

vocabulary, presentation, confidence, best question and answer and best team.”  

The judges declared the following as the winners:- 

Best Team - Sweety Singh &  Arun Meka  (MSCS 2B ) 

 
For - Arti  (MECS 3B) 

 
Against - Surabhi Anand (MSCS 1B) 

 
Question - Arun Meka (MSCS 2B) 

 
Answer - Surabhi Anand (MSCS 1B) 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ad Mad – 23 July 2016 

The second event of the PSCIFE club was conducted on the 23rd of July 2016. The 

event was named “Ad Mad” and as expected there was a lot of fun involved with it. 

The contestants were given random product and they had to advertise that product 

in the form of skit performance. The teams were judged on Creativity, Confidence, 

Communication Skills, Fun and Expressions. All the teams that participated had 

come up with creative skits that left the audience in split of laughter. The winners 

were:-      

Winners Runners 

MSCs – 1B MSCs – 2A 

LOURISKA 

PRAGNA 

SURABHI 

AISHWARYA 
 

HEMA 

PALLAVI 

AKHILA 

MANISHA 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Tug of War – 2nd July 2016 

On the 2nd July 2016, PSCIFE club conducted the event „Tug of War‟, the first 

event for the year. Event was exclusively for the freshers of the Physical Sciences 

department. The enthusiasm and zeal shown by first years was visible on their 

faces as they participated in the event with all of their energy. The event raised 

questions such as what does „tug of war‟ have to do with physical sciences? The 

answer is quite simple, Nothing. The organizers felt that this was the perfect event 

to break the ice with the juniors and at the same time, allow different students 

from different sections to meet and interact with each other. 

Winners: 

M E/P CS I (Boys) MSCs – 1B (Girls) 

Y. KAMAL 

S. SRIKANTH 

P. PRAMOD 

AKASH SINGH 

MAHESH 

S. KARUNAKAR 

N. RAHUL 

A. KAPIL 

S. SIDDHARTH 

D. BHANU PRAKASH 
 

AISHWARYA NAYAR 

R ANJANI 

SUSHMITA SAXENA 

SEEMA CHOUDHRY 

P. PRAGNYA SAUADA 

T. MADHURI 

K. SWARNA 

P. KAVYA 

SHREYA SIVA KUMAR 

SURABHI ANAND 
 

 

  



 

 

 


